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I don't know a damn thing about being a magician. I've never been a magician in my entire playing life, and my boyfriend convinced me to try it. And boy! This shit is confusing. I don't want to give up because it looks cool. But I don't know anything about it. So if anyone can help sista that would be great and I will be very grateful!! I should
mention, I'm on PS4 so anyone who can show me their hotbar set up would be lovely too. Thank you a bunch! :) Page 2 13 comments A lot of people seemed to want this, so I made sure to go after this next one, and because BLM is one of the worst. Good 7 minutes longer than DRG says a lot! Feel free to share it around and get people
to learn their BLM skills! I'm also going to do a little poll! I'm going to take a little break since I ended up working through to finish this in just a week, but then get started on Ninja. But whichever person would like to see 4? that landslide... don't think that's going to change anytime soon... I'm pretty new to working black magician and casting
in general... Has there always been a tank here and a world of Warcraft, any advice or other jobs I need a level of compliment? Page 2 57 comments Just hit 80 on my BLM, but having a hard time with endgame content because of the constant aoe'stips on the subject? Page 2 32 comments I was wondering if anyone could offer a good
black magician guide for Level 70. I understand the overall essence of this, but I wanted to see what others found to be optimal in their rotations. Thank you in advance! I just got back to ffxiv and wanted to play Black Magician but completely forgot the rotation. Anyway, can you guys help me with the rotation? I tried to find a good priority
stat and rotation for single-goal bosses and rotation for the Aoe Mobs. Can an experienced raider help me? The website that I found shows too many different variations and I don't understand why. Thank you! Page 2 42 comments Can someone tie the high end guide to black magician? Thinking about picking up a class and don't have
much understanding on it, so looking for more on the class if possible, or any tips. Thank you! Page 2 23 comments I apologize, it's so long to get around to make edits in the Black Mage Guide. Prog, family emergencies, and vacations delayed this much longer than I originally hoped. But this is done and will continue to be updated
throughout xpac. I'm sure there are some spelling mistakes or things I may have missed. Feel free to let me know if you find any incorrect information. 2 140 comments Page 2i.redd.it/q9zlcx... 2i.redd.it/q9zlcx...
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